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We have minds like dead tree branches
Dry, brittle, and cracked.
Lichen and moss grow,
Devouring nutrients little by little
Until its bony carcass is all that’s left to start fires.

The limbs rub together
Heating loins, shooting sparks off into the night,
Hoping they will catch and burn in the brown grass,
Bright as day in an unquenchable inferno.

The blaze will spread to our trees,
Burning down generations only to feed new ones through decaying cannibalism.
All that remains will be ash in the mud,
But a few will survive the firestorm.
Charred, blackened, but with new determination and hope,
Clinging to life through their untouched roots.

As the mass falls,
Only the ones who dug in deep enough will be left to brave the new path
Which they’ll forge,
Carving their own swath in ancientness.
Only to be remembered while they burn.